Grants Management
Intelligence:
Hot Tips from Table Hotspots

An enterprise of :

Hot Tips from

Table Hotspots
Attendees at the 2016 Grantmaking in
Australia Conference in Melbourne in
March participated in a series of lively
Table Hotspots sessions.
The session saw delegates gather with fellow
funders to discuss and reflect on one of 10
grantmaking topics.
The Hotspots allowed like-minded funders
to tackle a grantmaking issue, discuss how
they’ve faced it and share techniques to
address it.
This edition of Grants Management
Intelligence gathers the collected wisdom
from the Table Hotspots sessions and shares
it with readers.
The AIGM thanks all those who shared their
knowledge and experiences and helped
make the Table Hotspots a big success.
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TABLE ONE
FEEDBACK

How to provide honest feedback
to unsuccessful grants
applicants

Grantmakers were concerned about putting too much of
their feedback in writing.
•

They questioned its effectiveness, and were worried that
anything put in writing might come back to haunt them.

•

Others faced difficulties in providing candid feedback
because of lack of resources and the volume of
applications received.

“We don’t give written
feedback any more,
only verbal. People were
lodging complaints!”

“Resourcing is a big
problem. Too many grant
applications, not enough
people to process them –
that leads to inadequate
feedback.”

“It is good to put
certain amounts in writing,
but agree that written
feedback can come back
(to haunt you).”

Top takeaways
• Have the assessment panel collect and note down

feedback at the time of assessment. It can be hard to
revisit an application at the end of the process in order
to offer specific feedback.
- This process also keeps assessment panels
accountable, with specific reasons behind grant
application refusal noted at the time of assessment.

• Make offering specific feedback a mandatory part of
the assessment process.

• Assign a specific person or group of people to provide
feedback after grants round results are released.

• Invite applicants to speak face-to-face with your

• After a grants round, post statements of general

round-wide feedback on your website. You can then
supplement this with specific feedback.

• Provide support and ongoing feedback to applicants
before and during grant application submission.

- Review draft applications and provide feedback
so applicants can refine them through an
expression-of-interest process or after
pre-application briefings.

• Resourcing is vital. Appropriate resources must be in
place to support all of the above.

grants team. There, grantmakers can provide more
detailed feedback.
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TABLE TWO
TIMELINES

Applications closing too soon;
decision-making too slow – how
to address timeline-related issues

While acknowledging that timelines were an issue – and
something they actively sought to improve – grantmakers
agreed there were challenges in doing so:
•

Change can take time, especially in certain sectors.

•

Pushes towards improvement can falter, meaning
advocates have to re-gather themselves, collect more
evidence and rally again.

Lack of communication can exacerbate timeline-related problems, both within
grantmaking bodies and also between grantmakers and grantseekers.
Within grantmaking bodies, maintaining good internal and interdepartmental
relationships are vital in keeping timelines reasonable.

“We tried to highlight
where improvements were
needed, but were ignored.
We had to go back and get
more evidence and press for
small wins inside the bigger
processes.”

“Change might not happen
quickly, but eventually the
powers above realise. Keep
compiling suggestions and
evidence for change.”

“Create a relationship
with whoever has final
approval so you can work
together to shorten
processes.”

Top takeaways
• Some grantmakers found it useful to change the time

of year their grants were open. For them, choosing
different grants round times meant there were fewer
delays in the approvals process, and applicants were
receiving funding at a time more suitable to them.

• Delegating final “signing off” responsibilities can
help reduce timelines.

• Map out timelines and make them available to

• If facing opposition from “higher-ups”, gather

evidence to support arguments for change and
present ways where small changes can reduce delays.

• Emphasise the customer relationship with internal

stakeholders – ensure those within your grantmaking
organisation who aren’t “on the frontline” and don’t
deal directly with the public know your expectations
for customer contact and relationships.

applicants at the start of the process. Then set
key dates and keep applicants in the loop when
things change.
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TABLE THREE

FORMS

How to make your forms
clearer and simpler

Grantmakers’ ideas on how they could make forms clearer
and simpler covered both printed and electronic forms.

“Grantmakers should
only ask for stuff they
need.”

“Applicants often ask us
why they have to keep
giving the same information
to us. They want to just
enter the information once
and re-use it.”

“Align questions on
forms with the missions
and goals of the
program.”

Top takeaways
• Only ask for information you need.
• If you are using electronic forms, employ

• If running multiple grants programs, align your forms.

pre-populated fields for basic information such
as the name of the organisation or individual.

• Use conditional logic to show or hide certain sections
of electronic forms based on applicants’ responses
to questions.

• Foster the logical flow: Program guidelines should

shape application forms. Acquittals should be linked
back to applications. Guidelines -> application forms
-> acquittals.

• Use hint text in your forms. When posing a question,

It means you can shift applications between programs
if applicants have applied for the wrong grant.

• A good process for building winning forms:
- Start with standard fields first.

- Use conditional logic as much as possible.
- Eliminate duplicate and unnecessary data.
- Review, wait a week, re-review.
- Have people test and use the form.
- Ongoing refinement – learn from previous rounds.

provide an example of an answer to give applicants
an idea of what is expected.
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TABLE FOUR
APPLICATIONS

How to cut down on the
number of ineligible, irrelevant
or poor quality applications

Grantmakers highlighted the need for genuine interaction
with grantseekers throughout the application process as
key to addressing this problem.
“You have to have clear policy
and guidelines. What you do
support and what won’t be
considered should be very
clear from the outset.”

“There is an argument that
grantmakers could make it a
pre-requisite for applicants to
contact them before starting a
submission.”

Top takeaways
• Provide applicant workshops or information sessions
before your program kicks off.

- Consider filming or streaming the session for those
who live remotely or cannot attend.

• Clearly define guidelines for applicants and assessors
•

so everyone is reading from the same playbook.

Encourage feedback and provide coaching or training
for unsuccessful applicants. Find a balance between
helping them with the application process and writing
it for them.

• Promote your grants rounds to the applicants you

wish to attract. Work with relevant media, tap into
peak bodies and engage community leaders to aid
these efforts.

• Human interaction is important, as is understanding
your community’s make-up. Consider whether the
quality of applications you receive is affected by:
- Gender bias
- Age
- English as second language
- Poor education.

• Don’t reward bad applications:

- Grantmakers need to manage their reputation;
you don’t want to be known as an easy mark.
- Just because you have money doesn’t mean you
should give it all away to mediocre applications.
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TABLE FIVE

SUPPORT

Techniques for providing
high quality support and advice

For grantmakers, high quality support spans:
•

Program guidelines

•

Contact with applicants

•

Communication

•

Organisational policies

•

Feedback

•

Acquittal processes

“Analyse trends in
unsuccessful grants. If you
notice certain trends – (for
example) a high number of
homelessness organisations
applying for funds – suggest
that organisations combine
resources, or even think
about changing your
program to be more
responsive to
community needs.”

“If an application doesn’t
align with program
guidelines, grantmakers
should suggest other
more fitting
opportunities.”

“Be honest with applicants
about their chances so
they don’t waste their time.
Provide honest feedback
so groups can refine their
pitch or apply for
something different.”

Top takeaways
To support applicants

• Put relevant, up-to-date information on your website.
• Reduce the size of your guidelines.
a grants hotline featuring familiarity (same staff)
• Offer
and accessibility (know your applicants).
clear internal communications so you are all
• Ensure
on the same page.

clear guidelines covering what happens when
• Have
certain issues arise.

the grantee with the project manager – have them
• Link
communicate directly.
to help applicants succeed. Have funder and
• Try
grantee work as partners.
Strategies for unsuccessful applicants

What do you do when an application doesn’t quite
align with guidelines

• Suggest to grantseekers more fitting funding opportunities.
honest with applicants about their chances. They can
• Be
then make informed decisions about how to proceed.
honest feedback to applicants so they can refine
• Provide
their pitch or apply for something different. Make clear

what you don’t fund, be broad about what you do fund.
Grantees’ projects going over time – what can you do?
a clear organisational policy so individual staff are
• Have
not “on their own” dealing with errant grant recipients.

• Make eligibility guidelines clear.
• Provide meaningful, honest feedback.
a good initiative not funded, suggest partnerships
• For
with other programs or other possible funders.

unsuccessful applicants to view applications so they
• Invite
can see what worked.
Acquittals

• Consider face-to-face acquittals.
about what has happened – what has worked
• Talk
and what hasn’t.

learnings with each organisation, and within
• Share
the organisation, to strengthen organisational policies.
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TABLE SIX

CORE COSTS

Creative ways to fund
operational costs

Grantmakers examined some of the obstacles to
funding core operational costs, shared their thoughts
on successfully doing so, and looked at ideas and
alternatives for linking this type of funding to
longer-term goals and sustainability.

“Can it be better to include
funding for core costs as a line
item in [the funder’s] budget?
That way money can be given
to the same groups each year
for providing a service without
them having to fill out forms.”

“Look at the budgets of
projects and programs, find
the ongoing or core cost
component, and fund it or
ensure it is included in the
program funding you offer.”

“Some organisations don’t
pursue a path where they
can raise or attract their own
funding. Consider operational
funding that also builds
capacity; this helps
groups move away from a
hand-to-mouth existence.”

Top takeaways
Consider funding core costs in different ways:

•
•

Backbone funding – grants to provide a backbone for
groups, allowing them to seek project funding from
elsewhere.
Community activity grants – paying for insurance,
for the hire of a venue, etc.

• Funding skills – grants covering the core cost of

employing a skilled volunteer. The grant therefore
covers core costs and builds the grantee’s capacity
into the future.

If funding core costs, stress to grantees how they
can build capacity:

• One way might be through collaborations, where

core funding can be a building block towards groups
working more closely and becoming more
sustainable.

• Consider offering in-kind contributions on top
of your grant.

• If funding a wider program, include core

cost components in the funded amount.

Reporting on the outcomes or impacts of core cost
grants can be a challenge for funders. Consider:

• Encouraging grantees to think more deeply about

what your money will fund. Instead of: “We need
$1000 for our electricity bill”, have them say:
“This is what the $1000 will help us (or has helped
us) achieve. As a result, we were able to ….”

• Emphasising that applicants need to look at the

impacts of longer-term core funding and be able
to clearly explain how it has helped them achieve
sustainability.
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TABLE SEVEN

POLITICS

How to insert good governance
into highly political processes

Many of the responses to this topic saw grantmakers
referring back to the importance of transparency.
“Some politicians have the
attitude that they know best. They
end up having deaf ears to clear
advice. Political (interference) can
further open up the effects of a
power differential”.
“Strong voices and champions for
transparency and process are
important. And there has to be a
spread of them so they are not
lone voices which are easy to
ignore.”

“They (politicians) are elected
by public vote. Attracting
funding for certain groups or
projects helps them get
re-elected.”

“Open up the assessment
panel process to get the
community involved.”

Top takeaways
Other options

Transparency

there are strong voices and champions for
• Ensure
transparency. It helps to get people onside and

in place an assessment process with clear criteria
• Have
to ensure funding decisions can be defended.

supportive of transparency.

the assessment panel process to encourage
• Open
community member participation. Screening of
community representatives is vital.

• Have clear guidelines on what can be funded.
level policies in favour of transparency can help,
• Higher
as can strict rules or “checks and balances”.
use can inform decision making and increase
• Data
transparency.
good relationships between people at
• Encourage
different levels of the internal hierarchy

• Align program outcomes with organisational strategy.
for example, local council and community
• Incorporate,
representatives in the assessment panel.
- The mayor or councillors can attend panel
meetings and perhaps act in a facilitator role

Involve the media

the media about the program, the data and
• Inform
results and use that as a tool to get politicians on
board with the program and its processes.

the media report on program benefits with the aim
• Have
of having politicians “take ownership” of the program.
there’s big publicity on the outcomes,
• Ensure
and find ways for politicians to be positively
involved in spreading the good news.
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TABLE EIGHT

FAILURE

How to learn from failure
without hanging ourselves –
or grantees – out to dry

Grantmakers can approach how they learn from failure from a number
of perspectives. Some of these methods might be challenging for
funders, or could present them with truths they aren’t entirely
comfortable facing.

•

As well as discussing learning from failure, Table Hotspot
participants looked at dealing with the media, reducing
risk, and properly defining “failure” and “success”.

“Part of being a
learning organisation
is allowing failure.”

“Owning failure rather
than hiding it will make
it easier to learn and
move on from it.”

“Organisational culture can
determine how you share
lessons from failure, with
whom you share them, and
how much you share.”

Top takeaways
Groundwork

what failure and success look like for your particular
• Know
organisation and your particular program.
• Minimise risk by:
- Pursuing good program design.

- Paying attention to differing risk appetites among stakeholders.
- Having an internal communications plan, as well as engaging
internal stakeholders early and often so that they own the
successes as well as the failures.

- Setting expectations internally and externally that the program
is a learning exercise and you expect some missteps, from
which you will learn and improve.

- Encouraging stakeholders to acknowledge the complexity and
unpredictability inherent in almost any grants program.

Reframe the problem as a solution

need to allow failure if you're going to be a learning
• You
organisation. You need to take risks to succeed.
outcomes – the outcome is the aspiration; it should not
• Reframe
be your absolute determinant of failure or success.
failure – language helps to shape behaviour. Instead of
• Rebrand
failure, use:
- “What would we change next time?”
- “Lessons”

- “Challenges”

Adopt a non-punitive learning culture

that the outcomes of your work are not binary –
• Understand
success versus failure. There are many elements to both of these
aspects of a project or program.

at how grantseekers can provide information about their
• Look
own challenges, and your shortcomings, honestly and without

•

fear of reprisals.

Reframe your work as a grantmaker as a partnership. This will
help to create a safe space in which you and grantees can report
and learn from challenges.

regular, perhaps annual, reflection workshops, and regular
• Hold
reviews.
to "fail small" – have a strong (though proportionate)
• Seek
monitoring process so you can pick up on and react to problems
along the way.

The media

people – particularly your “political masters” – may view
• Some
everything through a media lens. And if something happens

which prompts negative media coverage, politicians, councillors
and organisations often react strongly.

- Combat this by mobilising your support networks – supporters
of your work, who might be more numerous than your
detractors but also far quieter or less visible.

- Consider including politicians or councillors in program reviews
so they understand the complexities.

Fail well

• Own the failure – this makes it easier to learn from it and move on.
are the practitioners. They need to drive the cultural
• Grantmakers
shift, to redefine “failure” and to reframe it in a positive light.
• Be resilient.
not ask for "permission to fail"; live the values, reframe the
• Do
language, model the behaviour, show vulnerability.
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TABLE NINE

ACCESS

How to make our grants program
more accessible to small and
emerging grantseekers

Access issues affect a variety of grants program applicants –
including those in small or remote communities, multicultural
groups, small groups, and those without ready access to
technology.
“Consider ‘grants
readiness’ training to
bring smaller groups up
to speed and give them
greater ability to apply.”

“Look at why some groups
aren’t applying, and then
think about what you can
do to get them involved.”

“Don’t take people’s
access to IT for
granted.”

Top takeaways
Small, remote and regional communities
These communities are more likely than city-based groups
to have problems with online access, such as limited
services or slow downloads. Grantmakers can:

•

Send information by SMS or text rather than being
entirely reliant on the web. (But check first that the
intended recipients have mobile coverage.)

• Lengthen deadlines, and open applications earlier.
• Encourage the use of libraries.
• Use local networks and peak groups to deliver grants
information. Harness the local council (if applicable)
or MPs to promote the program.

• Consider taking verbal applications over the phone.
• Remove rounds – institute a rolling program.

Small groups not applying

• Actively seek out these groups and communicate
with them.

• Offer unincorporated groups “up to” a limit –
for example, $1000.

• Encourage auspice agreements; match-make
if necessary.

• Publish a draft PDF application form online in advance

so smaller groups know what to expect when applying
(and can plan accordingly).

Multicultural groups not applying
It is important grantmakers not assume that merely
translating their forms will do the job. Some people
are illiterate even in their own native languages.
Grantmakers can:

• Target young people with good skills in written and
spoken English.

Grantmakers can:

• Change guidelines to target small groups – those with
small staff numbers, or turnover or income under a
certain amount.

• Channel communications through Migrant Resource
Centres and other relevant multicultural bodies.

• Consider accepting verbal applications.
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TABLE ten
PERFORMANCE
PROBLEMS

How to manage a grant that
has gone off the rails

Many of the responses to this topic saw grantmakers
referring back to the importance of transparency.

“Building meaningful
relationships with grantees
can help everyone deal with
performance issues.”

“Clear policy documents
should lay out how
performance issues will be
approached and dealt with.”

Top takeaways
• Have a clear policy document that states how

performance issues will be anticipated and dealt with.
Grantmakers and grantees alike need to understand
the document.

• Consider staging activity, contract and reporting

workshops with successful applicants just after
signing contracts. There grantmakers can get the
reporting, monitoring and performance management
message across to all funded bodies.

• Stage a couple of community consultation or

information workshops throughout the year with
all funded bodies.

• Stay in touch with grantees through personal and
tailored emails.

• Complete risk management analysis on all

successful applicants at the contract stage,
and set up monitoring and reporting arrangements
that match the organisation’s risk level.
- Low risk = standard reporting.
- High risk = regular face-to-face contact and
mentoring or monitoring arrangements.

• Keep your antennae up. If something doesn’t seem

right with a funded organisation or project, follow up
in a sensitive way. Be proactive.

• Promote and use contract variations as a positive way
to keep projects on track. They recognise changes
can happen and encourage a culture of openness.
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